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 (Energy) 


Energy can neither be created 
nor destroy but it change from one form to another form''.





Allah (God) can neither created nor 
destroy but change from one form to another form''.
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 (Cloning) 




Russian scientists recently discussed reproducing an extinct

species of elephant by use of a microscopic unit of long-dead

gene material. No one in the scientific community said that

was unreasonable. The point is that the resurrection of the

dead might be an unusual think but it certainly is not

       



unreasonable. The use of cloning techniques throws further

light on the amazing nature of the Quranic verses which

compares the resurrection of the dead with human development

from an insignificant zygote to the fetus. Cloning provides

theoretic and empirical evidence for the resurrection of the

dead.  

  










 





   










       

















 

  


      

              

            

            

     
     

Asad, Muhammed, Miller, Gary. The Amazing Quran. (Video Recording,  
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